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Report of the Research Institute Meeting on Reference Points for the 
Tsushima Warm Current Stock of Japanese Sardine in 2020 

 
Responsible institute: Saikai National Fisheries Research Institute 
 

Summary 
We examined the stock-recruitment (S-R) relationship and the proposed reference points by 

using the stock assessment data of this stock of 2019. Because the S-R relationship of this 
stock greatly varies from decade to decade, we exclude the high recruitment period (1976-
1987), choose as candidate the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 
and 1988-2017) that are considered to reflect the recent recruitment status, and apply the 
hockey stick (HS) S-R relationship that does not consider autocorrelation of residuals to the 
spawning biomass and recruitment data estimated in the stock assessment. We use the least 
squares method for estimation of parameters of the HS S-R relationship. As a target reference 
point, we propose SBmsy (990 thousand tons), which is the spawning biomass that produces 
the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) calculated based on the S-R relationship. As the limit 
reference point, we propose SB0.6msy (454 thousand tons), which is the spawning biomass 
that produces 60% of MSY. As the fishing ban level, we propose SB0.1msy (63 thousand tons), 
which produces 10% of MSY. Fishing mortality that produces MSY (Fmsy) is 1.01 times the 
current fishing mortality (average fishing mortality during the period from 2014 to 2018). 
 

Spawning 
biomass 

(thousand 
tons) 

Ratio to the 
current 

spawning 
biomass 
(2018) 

Ratio to the 
initial 

spawning 
biomass 
(2.553 

million tons) 

Average catch 
expected under 
the conditions 

of a normal 
recruitment 

period 
(thousand tons) 

Ratio to the 
current fishing 

mortality 
(2014-2018)* 

Explanation 

Proposed target reference point 

990 3.95 0.39 316 1.01 

Spawning 
biomass that 
produces MSY 
(SBmsy) 

Proposed limit reference point 

454 1.81 0.18 190 1.34 

Spawning 
biomass that 
produces 60% of 
MSY (SB0.6msy) 
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Proposed fishing ban level 

63 0.25 0.02 32 1.59 

Spawning 
biomass that 
produces 10% of 
MSY (SB0.1msy) 

2018 

251 1.00 0.10 71**  Value of 2018 

* Coefficient to multiply the current fishing mortality of each age when calculating the 
proposed reference points and proposed fishing ban level based on the selectivity at age under 
the current fishing mortality 
**Actual catch in 2018 
 
1. Stock-recruitment relationship 
1-1) Data set to be used 

In accordance with the "2020 Basic Guidelines for the Harvest Control Rules and the 
Estimation of the Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) (FRA-SA2020-ABCWG01-01)," we used 
the following data set for settings of stock-recruitment (S-R) relationships of this stock. We 
used R package frasyr (v2.01) for analysis. For detail of the equations used in frasyr, see 
"Technical Note on Estimation of stock-recruitment relationship, reference point calculation 
and future prediction simulation (2020 Research Institute Meeting Version) (FRA2020-
ABCWG01-02)." 

Data set Data source and research 

Stock biomass / 
spawning biomass 

Marine fisheries stock assessment and evaluation for Japanese 
waters (fiscal year 2019/2020) (Fisheries Agency of Japan; Japan 

Fisheries Research and Education Agency [FRA]) 

 
1-2) Examination of S-R relationship 

As the S-R relationship to be used for calculation of the spawning biomass that produces the 
maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and of the future forecast, we considered hockey stick (HS), 
Ricker (RI) and Beverton-Holt (BH) S-R relationships based on the "Technical Note on 
Estimation of stock-recruitment relationship, reference point calculation and future prediction 
simulation (2020 Research Institute Meeting Version) (FRA2020-ABCWG01-02)" (Appendix 
1). We chose the least squares method and the least absolute value method as candidates for 
optimization. 

We used the data of recruitment and spawning biomass for the period of 1969 to 2017 as 
estimated in the stock assessment. We excluded the latest 2018 data that is considered to be 
highly uncertain in terms of recruitment. Based on the "Evaluation of estimation bias of 
simultaneous estimation of autocorrelation coefficient using simulation (FRA-SA2020-
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BRP01-6)," we considered autocorrelation by using the method to simultaneously estimate the 
parameters of the S-R relationship and autocorrelation in the case of the least squares method, 
and by using the two-stage estimation method that considers autocorrelation in residuals in the 
case of the least absolute value method (Appendix 1). Regardless of the S-R relationship or 
optimization method, the small-sample-size-corrected version of Akaike information criterion 
(AICc) is lower in the model that considers autocorrelation in residuals compared with the 
models that do not consider autocorrelation in residuals (Appendix Table 1-1). Candidates for 
examination of the S-R relationship are shown in Table 1. 

This stock exhibited biomass changes in a several-decade cycle, and the changes have been 
recognized as response to regime shifts in the marine ecosystem (Ohshimo et al. 2009). 
Biomass of this stock was small from the 1960s to the early 1970s, showed a sharp increasing 
tendency since the mid-1970s, reached a peak in the latter half of the 1980s, and dropped 
steeply in the 1990s. These biomass changes are considered to be influenced by the changes in 
the marine environment, which are attributed to the monsoon indicators during winter 
(Ohshimo et al. 2009). Changes in biomass and marine environment influence individual 
growth and maturity as well as recruitment success, which can in turn change the S-R 
relationship. For this reason, assuming that the period from 1960 to 2017 can be divided into 
two or three periods based on recruitments, we examined combinations of applicable 
recruitment modes and switching time. Believing that consideration of changes in recruitment 
mode is a way of handling autocorrelation, we considered models in which autocorrelation is 
not considered (Appendix 1). When we selected combinations of period and recruitment mode, 
which have the lowest small-sample-size-corrected version of AICc, the model that assumes 
two recruitment modes was chosen for every S-R relationship (Appendix 1). Excluding the BH 
model with the least absolute value method, the period is divided into the normal recruitment 
period (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) and high recruitment period (1976-1987). Examination 
candidates of the S-R relationship with a divided recruitment mode and period are shown in 
Table 1. 
 
1-3) Stock-recruitment relationship 

The small-sample-size-corrected version of AICc was lower when the S-R relationship is 
divided into a normal recruitment period and a high recruitment period compared with the 
scenario where the relationship was applied to the data of the whole period. AICc was lowest 
when the BH model was adopted with optimization by the least absolute value method. The 
difference between AICc of the HS model and AICc of the BH model was 2.07. Following 2.b 
(Recommendation of HS model) and 3.a (Predictive capacity) of the "Guidelines for Estimation 
of Stock-recruitment Relationship (FRA-SA2020-ABCWG01-03)," we apply the HS S-R 
relationship where the S-R relationship is divided into a normal recruitment period and a high 
recruitment period as a candidate for the S-R relationship of this stock. As the optimization 
method, we adopted the least squares method that showed high reliability of parameters as a 
result of model diagnosis based on the "Model Diagnostic Method for Estimation of Stock-
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recruitment Relationship (FRA-SA2020-BRP01-5)" (Appendix 1). We determined that the 
normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) including 2017 reflected the current 
state and used the parameters that were estimated accordingly. For reference, we also show the 
results of the HS model with the least squares method and simultaneous estimation of 
autocorrelation, which uses the data of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix 2). 

Estimates of the parameters of the S-R relationship are shown in Appendix 1 (Appendix 
Table 1-2) and the relationship between the spawning biomass and the observed value of 
recruitment is shown in Figure 1. We assumed a lognormal distribution for error distribution 
of recruitment and used the standard deviation of log residuals (S.D.; Table 1) between the 
predictive value and observed value of the S-R relationship. (Technical Note on estimation of 
the S-R relationship, reference point calculation and future prediction simulation: FRA2020-
ABCWG01-02). 

When the true S-R relationship is not clearly divided into a normal recruitment period and 
a high recruitment period, estimation based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment 
period results in an excessive catch, which poses a risk of biomass depletion. This is because 
the spawning biomass that produces MSY (SBmsy) is lower for the normal recruitment period. 
For this reason, we used a simplified Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) to assess the 
impacts of application of the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period when the true 
S-R relationship is a relationship that covers the whole period (Appendix 3). For details of 
MSE in this material, see "Comparison of robustness of multiple reference points and 
examination of HCRs using simplified MSE (FRA-SA2020-BRP01-7)." As a result of the 
simplified MSE, when safety coefficient β is set to 0.8, the probability that the average 
spawning biomass projected after 10 years will exceed the true limit reference point is 72%, 
which indicates that use of the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period has a 
considerable risk that the biomass would not recover. On the other hand, if the S-R relationship 
for the whole period is applied when the true S-R relationship is that of the normal recruitment 
period, the average catch of 2021 is projected to decrease compared with the case correctly 
applying the S-R relationship, to 53%, which suggests a risk of losing fishing opportunity in a 
short term. 

When stock status changes considerably, biological parameters and age composition can 
also change considerably. It is necessary to carefully examine the handling of data in estimation 
of the S-R relationship. During the period from 1988 to 1990, the spawning biomass of this 
stock hit a peak and its recruitment started to decline. This can be a transitional period from a 
high recruitment period to a normal recruitment period. Therefore, removing this transitional 
period from the normal recruitment period and adding it to the high recruitment period, namely, 
assuming that there was a switch from a high recruitment period to a normal recruitment period 
in 1991, we made an examination using the HS S-R relationship with the least squares method 
(Appendix 4). When switching to a normal recruitment period in 1991 is assumed, AICc is 
higher by 4.27 compared with AICc when switching in 1988 is assumed. Because the control 
points proposed based on the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1991-2017) 
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excluding the transitional period are lower than the value of the proposed normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017), there is a risk of delay in biomass recovery due to 
overestimation of catch. Review of risk by MSE shows that, if we use the S-R relationship of 
the normal recruitment periods excluding the transitional period when the S-R relationship of 
the normal recruitment period is true and when β is set to 0.8, the probability that the projected 
average spawning biomass will exceed the true limit reference point after 10 years is 91%, 
which is 8% lower than the probability when the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment 
period is applied. There is a risk that the biomass would not recover. Based on the AICc and 
MSE results, we judged that we can propose more robust control points when the transitional 
period is not excluded from the S-R relationship. 
 
2. Reference points 
2-1) Data sets and calculation method 

We made calculation of spawning biomass that produces MSY and future prediction 
according to the rules for one-stock biomass of the "2020 Basic Guidelines for the Harvest 
Control Rules and the Estimation of the Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) (FRA-SA2020-
ABCWG01-01)" and using the S-R relationship presented in 1-3) above and the settings 
(natural mortality; maturity rate; average body weight at age, and; selectivity of fishing) used 
for the future projection calculation in the Marine fisheries stock assessment and evaluation 
for Japanese waters (fiscal year 2019/2020) (Fisheries Agency of Japan and FRA). Here, 
current fishing mortality (Fcurrent; Figure 2) is the average of fishing mortality (F) during the 
period from 2014 to 2018 (Table 2). For this stock, assuming equilibrium after the simulation 
years (76 years) that are 20 times as long as the average generation time (approx. 3.8 years), 
we set an F value that maximizes the average catch to Fmsy and the average spawning biomass 
at the equilibrium when fishing is conducted at Fmsy to SBmsy. 
 
2-2) Proposed reference points and fishing ban level 

We propose: SBmsy (990 thousand tons), which is the spawning biomass that produces the 
MSY under the normal recruitment period for the target reference point (SBtarget); SB0.6msy 
(454 thousand tons), which is the spawning biomass that produces 60% of MSY for the limit 
reference point (SBlimit); and SB0.1msy (63 thousand tons), which produces 10% of MSY for 
the fishing ban level (SBban). The ratios of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level 
to the initial spawning biomass assuming no catch (SB0), the average catch at equilibrium 
under the corresponding fishing mortality and the ratio of the corresponding fishing mortality 
to the current fishing mortality are shown in Table 3. SBmsy, which is proposed as the target 
reference point is equivalent to 39% of SB0 and the average catch expected with this spawning 
biomass (MSY) is 316 thousand tons. The ratio of the fishing mortality corresponding to the 
proposed target reference point (fishing mortality that produces MSY: Fmsy) to the current 
(2014-2018) fishing mortality (Fmsy/Fcurrent) is 1.01 and the exploitation rate (Umsy) in this 
case is 20%. SB0.6msy, which is proposed as the limit reference point corresponds to 18% of 
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SB0 and the average catch expected at this spawning biomass is 190 thousand tons. The ratio 
of the fishing mortality corresponding to SB0.6msy to the current fishing mortality is 1.34 and 
the exploitation rate is 24% in this case. SB0.1msy proposed as the fishing ban level 
corresponds to 2% of SB0 and the average catch expected with this spawning biomass is 32 
thousand tons. Ratio of the fishing mortality corresponding to SB0.1msy to the current fishing 
mortality is 1.59 and the exploitation rate is 28% in this case. 

Average spawning biomass at equilibrium when F is changed variously and the 
corresponding average catch at age are shown in Figure 3. There is a tendency that the higher 
the stock status of the spawning biomass, the higher the ratio of older fish in the average catch 
is. 
 
2-3) Proposed target reference point and exploitation rate 

The proposed target reference point (SBmsy) and Kobe plot that is based on the fishing 
mortality (Fmsy) or exploitation rate (Umsy) corresponding to the proposal are shown in 
Figure 4. Fishing mortality of this stock was greatly over the MSY level in almost all years in 
the early 1960s and during the period from the 1990s to the 2000s. After 2010, excluding 2013, 
fishing mortality has been at the level of MSY. A similar tendency is found also in the 
exploitation rate. Current spawning biomass (251 thousand tons in 2018) is below the proposed 
limit reference point. The ratios of the proposed target reference point, the proposed limit 
reference point and the proposed fishing ban level to the current spawning biomass is 3.95, 
1.81 and 0.25, respectively. 
 
2-4) Proposed harvest control rules 

The proposed harvest control rules (HCRs) are rules to change fishing mortality (F), which 
is the basis of harvest control at the threshold of spawning biomass, for which the proposed 
limit reference point and the proposed fishing ban level are to be used. In this rule, when 
spawning biomass falls below the proposed limit reference point, fishing mortality is lowered 
directly to the proposed fishing ban level. The upper limit of F is obtained by multiplying Fmsy 
by β that is proposed by the HCRs. Figure 5a shows the relationship between spawning biomass 
and fishing mortality in the proposed HCRs when standard values are used for the proposed 
limit reference point and proposed fishing ban level (proposed SBlimit set to SB0.6msy; 
proposed SBban set to SB0.1msy), while Figure 5b shows the relationship between spawning 
biomass and the average prospective catch under the same condition. β is set to the standard 
value 0.8 in the proposed HCRs illustrated in the figures. 
 
2-5) Future projection based on the proposed harvest control rule 
(1) When safety coefficient β is set to the standard value 

Percentage changes of biomass, spawning biomass, catch, recruitment and fishing effort 
when future projection is made based on the proposed HCRs that use standard values for the 
proposed limit reference point and proposed fishing ban level, and set β to 0.8 (Figure 5a) are 
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shown in Figure 6. This future projection assumes that fishing based on the proposed HCRs 
starts in 2021 and catch of 2019 and 2020 are assumed based on the predicted biomass and 
Fcurrent. 

Because predicted spawning biomass in 2021 is below the proposed limit reference point, 
based on the proposed HCRs and with β set to 0.8, the fishing mortality at 0.8Fmsy corresponds 
to the fishing mortality that decreases the current fishing effort by 54%. For this reason, it is 
predicted that the catch of the first year after introducing the proposed HCRs would decrease. 
In medium- to long-term, it is projected that continued fishing at 0.8 Fmsy will keep catch and 
spawning biomass at the MSY level. 
 
(2) When safety coefficient β is changed 

In the future projection based on the proposed HCRs that use standard values for the 
proposed limit reference point and proposed fishing ban level, the probability that spawning 
biomass will exceed the proposed target reference point, probability of its exceeding the 
proposed limit reference point, probability of its exceeding the proposed fishing ban level, and 
changes in the average spawning biomass and average catch when β is changed between 0.0 
and 1.0 are shown in Tables 4 to 8. The lower β is, the higher the probability for spawning 
biomass to exceed the proposed target reference point is (Table 4). It is projected that, if β is 
set to 0.8 or lower, the stock would be able to maintain the spawning biomass above the 
proposed target reference point with a probability of over 50% in 2031, 10 years after starting 
fishing based on the proposed HCRs. When β is set to 1, the probability that spawning biomass 
will exceed the proposed target reference point in 2031 is below 50%, but the probability of 
its exceeding the proposed limit control point is 94% (Table 5). With either value of β, the 
probability that spawning biomass will fall below the proposed fishing ban level is considered 
to be low (Table 6). In 2022 and after, the lower β is, the larger the spawning biomass will be 
(Table 7). With either value of β, the catch in 2021 that is the first year after introduction of 
the proposed HCRs can be controlled below the current level (71 tons in 2018) (Table 8). 
 
3. Summary 

As a model of the S-R relationship of this stock, we apply the HS S-R relationship that is 
recommended by the "Guidelines for Estimation of Stock-recruitment Relationship (FRA-
SA2020-ABCWG01-03)." The biomass of this stock is believed to change under the influence 
of the marine environment, and AICc is lower when the period is divided into normal and high 
recruitment periods. For this reason, we applied the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) including 2017. We apply the model where parameters are 
optimized by the least squares method, and autocorrelation is not considered. 

Results of MSE indicated a risk that future biomass would not recover if fishing is conducted 
based on the proposed reference points and the assumption regarding recruitment mode is 
wrong. On the other hand, if fishing is conducted based on the whole-period (1960-2017) 
scenario and the assumption regarding recruitment mode is wrong, there would be a great loss 
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of fishing opportunity in a short term. 
As a target control point, we propose SBmsy (990 thousand tons), which is estimated based 

on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment periods. We propose SB0.6msy (SBlimit: 
454 thousand tons) for the limit control point and SB0.1msy (SBban: 63 thousand tons), which 
is the standard value for fishing ban level. 

Current spawning biomass of this stock is considered to be under the proposed limit control 
point, but with β set to 0.8 or lower, it is projected that the medium- to long-term spawning 
biomass will be maintained above the proposed target control point with a probability over 
50%. 
 
4. Future considerations 

We divided the S-R relationship of this stock and applied the normal recruitment periods 
that include 2017 based on AICc. In the future, it is possible that recruitment will increase with 
the increase of biomass and the S-R relationship of a high recruitment period will be 
established. With review of the S-R relationship, it is necessary to examine how to review and 
change the HCRs. 
 
5. References 
Ohshimo S., H. Tanka, and Y. Hiyama (2009) Long-term stock assessment and growth changes 

of the Japanese sardine (Sardinops melanostictus) in the Sea of Japan and East China Sea 
from 1953 to 2006. Fish. Oceanogr.18: 346–358. 

 
(Authors: Motomitsu Takahashi, Hiroyuki Kurota, Mari Yoda, Soyoka Muko, Tohya Yasuda)  
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a) 

 

加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
関数形：HS，最適化法 L2，AlCc: 118.92 Model: HS; optimization method: L2; AlCc: 

118.92 
 
b) 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
Figure 1. S-R relationship 

(a) Spawning biomass and recruitment of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 
1988-2017; white circles and red solid line) and the high recruitment period (1976-1987; 
black circles and blue solid line) when the recruitment period is divided, and (b) its enlarged 
view. Numbers in the figure indicate the class of recruited group (birth year). For the S-R 
relationship, we used the HS S-R relationship where autocorrelation is not considered and 
estimated parameters using the least squares method. Dotted-lines over and below the S-R 
relationship (solid line) show the range supposed to include 90% of the observed data of the 
respective S-R relationship. 
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漁獲係数 Fishing mortality 
年齢 Age 

 
Figure 2. Fishing mortality (F) at age  

F at age of each year from 2012 is shown in different colors. The black line represents 
Fcurrent that is the average F of the period from 2014 to 2018. 

 

 

平均漁獲量（千トン） Average catch (thousand tons) 
平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed fishing ban level 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed limit reference point 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed target reference point 

 
Figure 3. Relationship between the proposed reference points / fishing ban level and curves of 
catch at age 

The figure shows the relationship of average catch at age corresponding to the average 
spawning biomass, with the proposed reference points and fishing ban level at equilibrium 
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in the future projection simulation when the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) is applied. The red line represents changes in the 
spawning biomass and catch, which are estimated by the stock assessment, while the green 
line represents the average spawning biomass and average catch in the future projection 
assuming fishing conducted based on the proposed HCRs. Part of the past spawning biomass 
and catch are outside the scope (maximum values: spawning biomass: 5.111 million tons; 
catch: 1.605 million tons). 
Safety coefficient β used in the proposed HCRs is 0.8. The initial spawning biomass 
assuming no catch (SB0) is 2.553 million tons. 

 
a-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the fishing mortality (F/Fmsy) 

 

漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
a-2) Enlarged view 

 

漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
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親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 

 
Figure 4. Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis (a-1) and its enlarged view (a-
2). As the proposed target reference point (SBtarget), limit reference point (SBlimit) and 
fishing ban level (SBban) in the figures, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy and SB0.1msy, 
respectively, which assume the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 
1988-2017). 

 
b-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the exploitation rate (U/Umsy) 

 
漁獲割合の比 U/Umsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
b-2) Enlarged view 
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漁獲割合の比 U/Umsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 

 
Figure 4 (continued). Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is used (b-1) and its enlarged view (b-2). As the proposed 
target reference point (SBtarget), limit reference point (SBlimit) and fishing ban level 
(SBban) in the figures, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy and SB0.1msy, respectively, which 
assume the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017). 

 
a) When the vertical axis is fishing mortality 

 

漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
b) When the vertical axis is catch 

 

漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
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親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
Figure 5. Proposed HCRs 

The proposed target reference point (SBtarget) is SBmsy calculated based on the HS S-R 
relationship that assumes the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 
1988-2017). Standard values are used for the proposed limit reference point (SBlimit) and 
the proposed fishing ban level (SBban). Safety coefficient β is set to 0.8, which is the 
standard value. The black dashed line represents Fmsy; the grey dashed line represents 
0.8Fmsy; the black thick line represents the proposed HCRs; the red dashed line represents 
the proposed fishing ban level; the yellow dashed line represents the proposed limit 
reference point; and the green dashed line represents the proposed target reference point. In 
a) the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis, while in b) the catch is put on the 
vertical axis. Regarding b), the catch varies a little depending on the age composition of the 
fishing year but here we show the catch of average age composition at equilibrium. 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
資源量（千トン） Stock biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate (%) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
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漁獲圧の比 Ratio of the fishing mortality to MSY 
年 Year 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (in red) with the 
future projection that assumes continued fishing at the current fishing mortality level (in green) 
when the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) is 
applied. 

The thick solid line, shaded area and thin lines represent average value, 90% prediction 
interval that includes 90% of the simulation results and three future projection examples, 
respectively. In the figure of spawning biomass, the green dashed line represents the 
proposed target reference point, the yellow dotted line represents the proposed limit 
reference point and the red line shows the proposed fishing ban level. The dashed line in the 
chart of catch expresses MSY. The dashed line in the chart of exploitation rate expresses 
Umsy. The catch in 2019 and 2020 are assumed based on the projected stock biomass and 
Fcurrent, while the catch in 2021 and after is based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5). Safety 
coefficient β is set to 0.8. 

 
Table 1. Candidates for S-R relationship: the S-R relationship to be applied is indicated in bold 
face 
When applied to the whole period 

 

再生産関係式 S-R relationship 
最適化法 Optimization method 
自己相関 Autocorrelation 
推定法 Estimation method 
期間 Period 
順位 Rank 
ホッケー・スティック型 Hockey stick 
リッカー型 Ricker 
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ベバートン・ホルト型 Beverton-Holt 
最小二乗法 Least squares method 
最小絶対値法 Least absolute value method 
有 Yes 
同時 Simultaneous 
二段階 Two-stage 

 
When divided into two periods 

 
再生産関係式 S-R relationship 
最適化法 Optimization method 
自己相関 Autocorrelation 
加入期 Recruitment period 
期間 Period 
順位 Rank 
ホッケー・スティック型 Hockey stick 
リッカー型 Ricker 
ベバートン・ホルト型 Beverton-Holt 
最小二乗法 Least squares method 
最小絶対値法 Least absolute value method 
無 No 
通常 Normal 
高 High 

The S-R relationship to be applied is indicated in bold face. S.D. is an index expressing 
magnitude of dispersion of recruitment, which is the standard deviation of log residuals (square 
root of mean square error). 
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Table 2. Settings used for calculation of the spawning biomass that produces MSY and future 
projection 

 
年齢 Age 
自然死亡係数 Natural mortality 
成熟率 Maturity rate 
平均重量 Average weight 
選択率 Selectivity 
現状の漁獲圧 Fcurrent 
4 歳以上 Age 4 and above 

 
Table 3. Catch, fishing mortality, etc. corresponding to the proposed reference points and 
fishing ban level 

 

管理基準値案または禁漁水準案 Proposed reference points or fishing ban level 
説明 Explanation 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
SB0 に対する比 Ratio to SB0 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
漁獲圧 Fishing mortality 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate 
現状の漁獲圧に対する比 Ratio to the current fishing mortality 
目標管理基準値案（通常加入期） Proposed target reference point (Normal recruitment 

period) 
限界管理基準値案（通常加入期） Proposed limit reference point (Normal recruitment 

period) 
禁漁水準案（通常加入期） Proposed fishing ban level (Normal recruitment 

period) 
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MSY を実現する漁獲圧 Fishing mortality that produces MSY 
（0 歳, 1 歳, 2 歳, 3 歳, 4+歳）=
（0.257, 0.148, 0.252, 0.435, 0.435） 

(Ages 0, 1, 2, 3, 4+) = (0.257, 0.148, 0.252, 0.435, 
0.435) 

* Ratios of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level to the initial spawning biomass 
assuming zero catch (SB0) 
** Average catch at equilibrium under the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed 
reference points and fishing ban level 
*** %SPR-converted value of fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points 
and fishing ban level 
**** Exploitation rate corresponding to the proposed reference points and fishing ban level 
***** Ratios of the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points and 
fishing ban level to the current fishing mortality 
 
Table 4. Probability for future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed target reference point 
(%) 
Result of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5) that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) when safety 
coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch 
for 2019 and 2020 and a catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 

 
 
Table 5. Probability for the future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed limit reference 
point (%) 

Result of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5) that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) when safety 
coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent 
catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 
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Table 6. Probability that future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed fishing ban level 
(%) 

Result of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5) that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) when safety 
coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent 
catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 

 
Table 7. Changes in average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

Result of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5) that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) when safety 
coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent 
catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 

 
Table 8. Changes in average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

Result of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (Figure 5) that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) when safety 
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coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent 
catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Table 9. Summary of the projected spawning biomass, catch and the probability for spawning 
biomass to exceed the proposed reference points 

Result when the proposed HCRs based on the proposed reference points that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) are used and when 
safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. 

 
10 年後（2031 年）の平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

after 10 years (2031) 
10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が目標管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed target reference point after 10 
years (2031) 

0 年後（2021 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 0 years 
(2021) 

5 年後（2026 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 5 years 
(2026) 

10 年後（2031 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 10 
years (2031) 
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10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が限界管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed limit reference point after 10 
years (2031) 
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Appendix 1. Division of S-R relationship and results of model diagnosis 
As the S-R relationship to be used for calculation of the spawning biomass that produces 

MSY and future projection, we considered HS (Clark et al 1985), BH (1957) and RI (1954) S-
R recruitment relationships following the "Technical Note on Estimation of stock-recruitment 
relationship, reference point calculation and future prediction simulation (2020 Research 
Institute Meeting Version) (FRA2020-ABCWG01-02)." Mathematical equations of the 
respective S-R relationship are as follows: 

 
Here, Ry represents recruitment in year y and By represents the spawning biomass of year y. In 
all S-R relationships, two parameters - a and b - are estimated. In the case of the HS model, 
parameter a represents the steepness (individual/g) of the S-R curve from the origin to the 
break point, while b represents the spawning biomass (tons) at the break point. When 
examining the S-R relationship, we also calculated the residual standard deviation (s.d.) of the 
recruitment from the estimated S-R curve. 

When using the whole-period (1960-2017) data, we applied HS, RI and BH S-R relationships 
using the least squares method and the least absolute value method. Regardless of the S-R 
relationship and optimization method, the two-stage estimation models that consider 
autocorrelation in residuals have lower small-sample-size-corrected version of AICc compared 
with the models that do not consider the same. Because the estimated autocorrelation 
coefficient is high, based on the "Evaluation of estimation bias of method for simultaneous 
estimation of autocorrelation coefficient using simulation (FRA-SA2020-BRP01-6)," we used 
the method to simultaneously estimate parameters of S-R relationship and autocorrelation for 
the least squares method (Appendix Figure 1-1-1). The HS model with the least squares method 
that simultaneously estimates autocorrelation has the lowest AICc, but there is no significant 
difference with the other two S-R relationships under similar conditions (Appendix Table 1-1). 
 
Appendix Table 1-1. Estimated values of the parameters in the S-R relationships based on the 
data of the whole period 
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再生産関係式 S-R relationship 
最適化法 Optimization method 
自己相関 Autocorrelation 
推定法 Estimation method 
ホッケー・スティック型 Hockey stick 
リッカー型 Ricker 
べバートン・ホルト型 Beverton-Holt 
最小二乗法 Least squares method 
最小絶対値法 Least absolute value method 
有 Yes 
同時 Simultaneous 
二段階 Two-stage 

S.D. is an index expressing magnitude of dispersion of recruitment, which is the standard 
deviation of log residuals (square root of mean square error). 
 

Next, we examined the divided periods and the models of the S-R relationship. It is thought 
that the changes in biomass of this stock from the 1970s to the 1990s were influenced also by 
changes in the natural environment in 1976/1977 and 1988/1989 (Ohshimo et al. 2009). There 
can be a time lag between changes in biological properties including individual growth and 
maturity on one hand and changes in the natural environment and population density, on the 
other. For this reason, we assumed a change of the S-R relationship during 1975-1979 and 
during 1987-1990. We also considered two scenarios of the S-R relationship for each 
recruitment period: (1) scenario with two modes of S-R relationship (normal recruitment 
period  high recruitment period  normal recruitment period) and (2) scenario with three 
modes (normal recruitment period 1  high recruitment period  normal recruitment period 
2). For combinations of all years and scenarios, we estimated parameters a, b, and s.d. of the 
S-R relationship. Assuming that consideration of change in recruitment mode is a way to 
handle autocorrelation, we used models that do not consider autocorrelation. 

We selected the combination with the lowest AICc for each S-R relationship and estimation 
method as a candidate for examination of the S-R relationship with divided recruitment period 
(Appendix Figure 1-1-2). In all cases, a model with two modes of S-R relationship was selected. 
For division of the period, the combination of 1976 and 1988 was selected, but the combination 
of 1975 and 1988 was chosen for the BH model with the least absolute value method (Appendix 
Table 1-2). 
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Appendix Table 1-2. Estimates of parameters of S-R relationship based on the data where the 
period is divided 

 

再生産関係式 S-R relationship 
最適化法 Optimization method 
期間 Period 
加入期 Recruitment period 
ホッケー・スティック型 Hockey stick 
リッカー型 Ricker 
べバートン・ホルト型 Beverton-Holt 
最小二乗法 Least squares method 
最小絶対値法 Least absolute value method 
通常 Normal 
高 High 

The recommended S-R relationship is indicated by boldface. S.D. is an index expressing the 
magnitude of dispersion of recruitment, which is the standard deviation of log residuals (square 
root of mean square error). 
 

We conducted diagnosis of the HS model based on the "Model Diagnosis Method for 
Estimation of S-R Relationship (FRA-SA2020-BRP01-5)." The recruitment of the whole 
period since the latter half of the 1990s tends to be lower than the expected value of the model, 
but when the period is divided, the trend of residuals is eliminated with the least squares 
method (Appendix Figure 1-2). We examined the normality of residuals to the S-R relationship 
models by using the Shapiro-Wilk test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and found no significant 
deviation in either of the cases (Appendix Figure 1-3). When we examined the influence of 
individual data (year) on parameter estimation by using Jack Knife analysis, we found that 
parameters of the high-recruitment period tended to be subject to the influence (Appendix 
Figures 1-4 and 1-5). When we conducted nonparametric bootstrapping of residuals 1,000 
times, the least squares method showed smaller bias in parameter estimation (Appendix 
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Figures 1-6 and 1-7). It is confirmed that profile likelihood when parameters a and b are 
changed is maximum at the estimated value (Appendix Figure 1-8). From the results above, it 
is considered that estimation by the least squares method estimates parameters as the optimum 
solution for every period. 
 
References 
Clark C.W., A.T. Charles, J.R. Beddington, and M. Mangel (1985) Optimal capacity decisions 

in a developing fishery. Marine Resource Economics, 2: 25-53. 
Beverton R. J. H., and S. J. Holt (1957) On the dynamics of exploited fish populations. Her 

Majesty’s Stationary Office, London. 
Ricker W. E. (1954) Stock and recruitment. Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, 

11: 559–623. 
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(1) 

 

加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
(2)-(a) 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
(2)-(b) 

 

加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
Appendix Figure 1-1. S-R relationship of each model 
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(1) Based on the data of the whole period; (2) when the period is divided (normal recruitment 
period: solid line; high recruitment period: dotted line). HS (Clark et al 1985), BH (1957) 
and RI (1954) S-R relationships are applied using (a) the least squares method (L2) and (b) 
the least absolute value method (L1). We used a method to simultaneously estimate 
autocorrelation coefficient and other parameters (in) for (1) without regime and L2, and a 
method to estimate autocorrelation coefficient in two stages (out) for L1. Numbers in the 
figures represent the class (birth year) of the recruited group. 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 
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Appendix Figure 1-2. Residual trend in HS model 

In the figure of time series of standardized residuals, the red line expresses a smoothed curve 
and the vertical blue dotted line represents the switching points of the S-R relationship. The 
blue dotted lines in the correlogram express the 95% confidence interval. The blue dotted 
line in the figure of P value of Ljung-Box test expresses the 5% level. 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: the least absolute value method 
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Appendix Figure 1-3. Histogram of standardized residual and normality test result (left), 
histogram of residual cumulative probability density (center) and QQ plot assuming uniform 
distribution (right) in the model where the HS model is assumed and the S-R relationship is 
divided by period 

The upper-right numbers in the residual distribution histogram represent results of the 
Shapiro-Wilk test (SW) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS). The red line of the QQ plot 
represents theoretical value. 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 
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Appendix Figure 1-4. Influence by parameter in HS Jack Knife analysis 
 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 

 
Appendix Figure 1-4 (continued). Influence by parameter in HS Jack Knife analysis 
 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 
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Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 

Appendix Figure 1-5. Estimation results of Jack Knife analysis with HS S-R relationship 
The red line expresses the estimates of all data, while the blue line expresses the estimates 
when the data of the respective year is removed. Circles show the spawning biomass and 
recruitment, which are used for the analysis. The black circle represents the terminal year 
(2017) of the data period used. 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 
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Appendix Figure 1-5 (continued). Estimation results of Jack Knife analysis with HS S-R 
relationship 

The red line expresses the estimates of all data, while the blue line expresses the estimates 
when data of the respective year is removed. Circles show the spawning biomass and 
recruitment, which are used for the analysis. The black circle represents the terminal year 
(2017) of the data period used. 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 
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Appendix Figure 1-6. Results of residual bootstrap analysis with the HS S-R relationship 

The red line represents the estimated value of the original data. The blue lines represent 
estimated values of nonparametric bootstrapping. Circles show the spawning biomass and 
recruitment, which are used for the analysis. The black circle represents the terminal year 
(2017) of the data period used. 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 

 
Appendix Figure 1-6 (continued). Result of residual bootstrap analysis with the HS S-R 
relationship 
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The red line represents the estimated value of the original data. The blue lines represent 
estimated values of nonparametric bootstrapping. Circles show the spawning biomass and 
recruitment, which are used for the analysis. The black circle represents the terminal year 
(2017) of the data period used. 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Appendix Figure 1-7. Median (green dotted line) and 80% confidence interval (blue line) of 
residual bootstrap analysis 

Red line represents point estimation of parameters. 
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Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 

Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 

 
Appendix Figure 1-7 (continued). Median (green dotted line) and 80% confidence interval 
(blue line) of residual bootstrap analysis 

Red line represents point estimation of parameters. 
 
Whole period scenario: HS model: least squares method and simultaneous autocorrelation 
estimation method 
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Whole period scenario: HS model: least absolute value method and two-stage autocorrelation 
estimation method 

 
Appendix Figure 1-8. Profile likelihood of estimated parameters of HS S-R relationship 

The × marks correspond to the likelihood at the estimated parameter values. 
 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least squares method 

 

 
Scenario to divide the period of S-R relationship: HS model: least absolute value method 
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Appendix Figure 1-8 (continued). Profile likelihood of estimated parameters of HS S-R 
relationship 

The × marks correspond to the likelihood at the estimated parameter values. 
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Appendix 2. Results of S-R relationship when the data of the whole period (1960-2017) 
are used 
a) 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
関数形：HS，最適化法 L2，AlCc:123.81 Model: HS; autocorrelation: 1; optimization 

method: L2; AlCc:123.81 
 
b) 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
Appendix Figure 2-1. 

(a) Spawning biomass and recruitment when the whole-period data (1960-2017) are used 
and (b) its enlarged view. Numbers in the figures represent the class (birth year) of the 
recruited group. We used the HS S-R relationship for the S-R relationship and estimated 
parameters by using the least squares method and simultaneous estimation of the 
autocorrelation method. The dotted lines over and below the S-R relationship (blue solid 
line) show the range that is estimated to contain 90% of observation data under the assumed 
S-R relationship. 
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漁獲係数 Fishing mortality 
年齢 Age 

 
Appendix Figure 2-2. Fishing mortality (F) at age 

F at age of each year from 2012 is shown in different colors. The black line represents 
Fcurrent that is the average F of the period from 2014 to 2018. 

 

 
平均漁獲量（千トン） Average catch (thousand tons) 
平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
Appendix Figure 2-3. Relationship between the proposed reference points / fishing ban level 
and curves of catch at age 

The figure shows the average catch at age corresponding to the average spawning biomass, 
and relationship of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level at equilibrium in the 
future projection simulation assuming the conditions of the whole period (1960-2017). The 
red line represents changes in the spawning biomass and catch, which are estimated by the 
stock assessment, while the green line represents changes in the average spawning biomass 
and average catch in the future projection when fishing is conducted based on the proposed 
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HCRs. Part of the past spawning biomass and catch are outside of the scope (maximum 
value: spawning biomass: 5.111 million tons; catch: 1.605 million tons). Safety coefficient 
β used in the proposed HCRs is 0.8. The initial spawning biomass assuming no catch (SB0) 
is 5.109 million tons. 

 
a-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the fishing mortality (F/Fmsy) 

 
漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
a-2) Enlarged view 

 
漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
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Appendix Figure 2-4. Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis (a-1) and its enlarged view (a-
2). As the proposed target reference point (SBtarget), proposed limit reference point 
(SBlimit), and proposed fishing ban level (SBban) in the figure, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy, 
and SB0.1msy respectively assuming the conditions of the whole period (1960-2017). 

 
b-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the exploitation rate (U/Umsy) 

 

漁獲割合の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
b-2) Enlarged view 

 
漁獲割合の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
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禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 

 
Appendix Figure 2-4 (continued). Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis (a-1) and its enlarged view (a-
2). As the proposed target reference point (SBtarget), proposed limit reference point 
(SBlimit), and proposed fishing ban level (SBban) in the figure, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy, 
and SB0.1msy respectively assuming the conditions of the whole period (1960-2017). 

 
a) When the vertical axis is fishing mortality 

 
漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
b) When the vertical axis is catch 

 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
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目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 
 
Appendix Figure 2-5. Proposed HCRs 

The proposed target reference point (SBtarget) is SBmsy calculated based on the HS S-R 
relationship that assumes the conditions of the whole period (1960-3017). The proposed 
limit reference point (SBlimit) and proposed fishing ban level (SBban) in the figure are set 
to SB0.6msy and SB0.1msy, respectively. Safety coefficient β is set to 0.8, which is the 
standard value. The black dashed line represents Fmsy; the grey dashed line represents 
0.8Fmsy; the black thick line represents the proposed HCRs; the red dashed line represents 
the proposed fishing ban level; the yellow dashed line represents the proposed limit 
reference point; and the green dashed line represents the proposed target reference point. In 
a) fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis. In b) the catch is put on the vertical axis. 
Regarding b), the catch varies a little depending on the age composition of the fishing year 
but here we show the catch of average age composition at equilibrium. 
 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
資源量（千トン） Stock biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate (%) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
漁獲圧の比 Ratio of the fishing mortality to MSY 
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年 Year 
（塗り：5-95％信頼区間，太い実線：平

均値，細い実線：シミュレーションの 1
例） 

(Shaded: 5-95% confidence interval; thick 
solid line: average value; thin slid line: 
simulation example) 

 
Appendix Figure 2-6. Comparison of the future projection using the proposed HCRs that 
assume the conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (in red) with the future projection that 
assumes continued fishing at the current fishing mortality (in green) 

The thick solid line, shaded area and thin lines represent average value, the 90% prediction 
interval that includes 90% of the simulation results, and three future projection examples, 
respectively. In the figure of spawning biomass, the green dashed line represents the 
proposed target reference point, the yellow dotted line represents the proposed limit 
reference point and the red line shows the proposed fishing ban level. The dashed line in the 
chart of exploitation rate expresses Umsy. The catch in 2019 and 2020 are assumed based 
on the projected biomass and Fcurrent, while the catch in 2021 and after is based on the 
proposed HCRs (Appendix Figure 2-5). Safety coefficient β is set to 0.8. 

 
Appendix Table 2-1. Catch, fishing mortality, etc. corresponding to the proposed reference 
points and fishing ban level 

 

管理基準値案または禁漁水準案 Proposed reference points or fishing ban level 
説明 Explanation 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
SB0 に対する比 Ratio to SB0 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
漁獲圧 Fishing mortality 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate 
現状の漁獲圧に対する比 Ratio to the current fishing mortality 
目標管理基準値案（全期間） Proposed target reference point(whole period) 
限界管理基準値案（全期間） Proposed limit reference point (whole period) 
禁漁水準案（全期間） Proposed fishing ban level (whole period) 
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MSY を実現する漁獲圧 Fishing mortality that produces MSY 
（ 0 歳 , 1 歳 , 2 歳 , 3 歳 , 4+歳）=
（0.219, 0.125, 0.214, 0.370, 0.370） 

(Ages 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and above) = (0.219, 0.125, 
0.214, 0.370, 0.370) 

* Ratios of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level to the initial spawning biomass 
assuming zero catch (SB0) 
** Average catch at equilibrium under the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed 
reference points and fishing ban level 
*** %SPR-converted value of fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points 
and fishing ban level 
**** Exploitation rate corresponding to the proposed reference points and fishing ban level 
***** Ratios of the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points and 
fishing ban level to the current fishing mortality 
 
Appendix Table 2-2. Probability for future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed target 
reference point (%) 

The table shows the result of future prediction based on the proposed HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix Figure 2-5) when safety coefficient 
β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 
2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 2-3. Probability for the future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed limit 
reference point (%) 

The table shows the result of future prediction based on the proposed HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix Figure 2-5) when safety coefficient 
β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 
2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 
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Appendix Table 2-4. Probability that future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed fishing 
ban level (%) 

The table shows the result of future prediction based on the proposed HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix Figure 2-5) when safety coefficient 
β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 
2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 2-5. Changes in the average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

The table shows the result of future prediction based on the proposed HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix Figure 2-5) when safety coefficient 
β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 
2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 2-6. Changes in the average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

The table shows the result of future prediction based on the proposed HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the whole period (1960-2017) (Appendix Figure 2-5) when safety coefficient 
β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 
2019 and 2020 and catch corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 
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Appendix Table 2-7. Summary of the projected spawning biomass, catch and the probability 
for spawning biomass to exceed the proposed reference points 

The table shows the result when the proposed HCRs estimated based on the whole period 
data are used and when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by interval of 0.1. 

 
10 年後（2031 年）の平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

after 10 years (2031) 
10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が目標管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed target reference point after 10 
years (2031) 

0 年後（2021 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 0 years 
(2021) 

5 年後（2026 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 5 years 
(2026) 

10 年後（2031 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 10 
years (2031) 

10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が限界管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed limit reference point after 10 
years (2031) 
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Appendix 3. Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) of division of the recruitment 
period 

When the S-R relationship chosen for calculation of the catch is not the true S-R relationship, 
there is a risk of decrease in the spawning biomass or a risk of unnecessary loss of fishing 
opportunity. The proposed reference points based on the S-R relationship of the normal 
recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) are lower than the proposed reference points 
based on the S-R relationship of the whole period (1960-2017), and fishing mortality is higher 
when spawning biomass is small (Table 3 and Appendix Table 2-3). If the proposed reference 
points based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment periods are used for calculation 
of the catch when the true S-R relationship is for the whole period, there is a risk that the catch 
is set too high and the stock biomass would not recover. Conversely, if the proposed reference 
points based on the whole period are used for catch calculation when the true S-R relationship 
is for the normal recruitment periods, there is a risk to set catch too low and lose fishing 
opportunity. 

For this reason, we used simplified MSE to assess the impact when the S-R relationship 
chosen for catch calculation is not the true S-R relationship. Based on the "Comparison of 
robustness of multiple reference points and examination of HCRs using simplified MSE (FRA-
SA2020-BRP01-7)," the fishing scenario of MSE is set as follows. Simulation is conducted 
300 times. 

(1) Stock biomass is estimated every year based on the catch. 
(2) Future projection is made based on the S-R relationship chosen for catch calculation to 

estimate the average catch after two years. 
(3) Fishing is conducted with the catch estimated in (2). 

 
[1] Risk of biomass depletion 

HS model with the least squares method and the simultaneous autocorrelation estimation 
method, which is applied to the data of the whole period (1960-2017) is used for the true S-R 
relationship, while the HS model with the least squares method, which is applied to the data 
of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) is used for the S-R relationship 
that is applied to the catch calculation. The results are shown in Appendix Figure 3-1 and 
Appendix Tables 3-1 to 3-4. The probability that the projected average spawning biomass will 
exceed the true limit reference point (806 thousand tons when applied to the data of the whole 
period) was 72% when β is set to 0.8. To make the probability of its exceeding the true limit 
reference point 90% or higher, it is necessary to set β to 0.3 for after 10 years, to 0.6 for after 
20 years and 0.7 or lower for after 30 years (Appendix Table 3-2). It is necessary to set β to a 
low value in order to control the risk that biomass would not recover when the assumption of 
the recruitment mode was wrong. 
[2] Risk of losing fishing opportunity 

The HS model with the least squares method, which is applied to the data of the normal 
recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) is used for the true S-R relationship, while 
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the HS model with the least squares method and the simultaneous autocorrelation estimation 
method, which is applied to the data of the whole period (1960-2017) is used for the S-R 
relationship that is applied to the catch calculation. The result is shown in Appendix Figure 3-
2 and Appendix Tables 3-5 to 3-9. When β is set to 0.8, the average catch projected for 2021 
was 25 thousand tons, 53% decrease from the catch calculated based on the S-R relationship 
of the normal recruitment periods. However, the catch increased 11% to 312 thousand tons 
after 10 years. The result indicates a risk of a short-term loss of fishing opportunity. 
 

 
加入尾数（尾） Recruitment (individuals) 
漁獲量（トン） Catch (tons) 
親魚量（トン） Spawning biomass (tons) 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate (%) 
年 Year 
（塗り：10-90％信頼区間，太い実線：平

均値） 
(Shaded: 10-90% confidence interval; thick 
solid line: average value) 

 
Appendix Figure 3-1. MSE future projection using the proposed HCRs based on the normal 
recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) HS model (red line) and the future projection 
using the proposed HCRs based on the whole period HS model (green line) when it is assumed 
that the true S-R relationship is the whole period (1960-2017) HS model 

The thick solid line represents average values. The shaded area shows the 80% prediction 
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interval. The dashed lines in the spawning biomass chart represent the proposed reference 
points of the whole period HS model (green: proposed target reference point; yellow: 
proposed limit reference point). The catch in 2019 and 2020 is assumed based on the 
projected biomass and Fcurrent, while catch in 2021 and after is based on the proposed 
HCRs (Figure 5). Safety coefficient β is set to 0.8. 

 

 
加入尾数（尾） Recruitment (individuals) 
漁獲量（トン） Catch (tons) 
親魚量（トン） Spawning biomass (tons) 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate (%) 
年 Year 
（塗り：10-90％信頼区間，太い実線：平

均値） 
(Shaded: 10-90% confidence interval; thick 
solid line: average value) 

 
Appendix Figure 3-2. MSE future projection using the proposed HCRs based on the whole 
period (1960-2017) HS model (red line) and the future projection using the proposed HCRs 
based on the normal recruitment period HS model (green line) when it is assumed that the true 
S-R relationship is the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) HS model 

The thick solid line and shaded area represent the average value and the 80% prediction 
examples, respectively. The dashed lines in the spawning biomass chart represent the 
proposed reference points of the normal recruitment period HS model (green: proposed 
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target reference point; yellow: proposed limit reference point). Catch in 2019 and 2020 is 
assumed based on the projected biomass and Fcurrent. The proposed HCRs (for 2021 and 
after) are based on the standard proposed reference points. (Appendix Figure 2-5). Safety 
coefficient β is set to 0.8. 

 
Appendix Table 3-1. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
target reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the whole period, while the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period. 

 
 
Appendix Table 3-2. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
limit reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the whole period, while the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period. 

 
 
Appendix Table 3-3. Changes in the average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the whole period, while the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period. 
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Appendix Table 3-4. Changes in the average catch in the future (thousand tons) 
When the true S-R relationship is for the whole period, while the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period. 

 

 
Appendix Table 3-5. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
target reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the normal recruitment periods, while the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the whole period. 

 

 
Appendix Table 3-6. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
limit reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the normal recruitment periods, while the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the whole period. 

 

 
Appendix Table 3-7. Changes in the average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the normal recruitment periods, while the catch is 
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calculated based on the S-R relationship of the whole period. 

 
 
Appendix Table 3-8. Changes in the average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is for the normal recruitment periods, while the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the whole period. 
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Appendix 4. Result of the S-R relationship using the data of the normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period 

It is considered that the decrease in recruitments of this stock since 1988 suggests the lower 
survival rate at the early stage of growth due to changes in the marine environment (Ohshimo 
et al. 2009). We assumed switching from a high recruitment period to a normal recruitment 
period in 1988 based on the small-sample-size-corrected version of AICc. However, because 
the spawning biomass hit the peak during the period from 1988 to 1990, we can also assume 
that this was the transitional period from a high recruitment period to a normal recruitment 
period. During a transitional period that involves rapid changes in the stock status, biological 
parameters and age composition of the biomass can greatly change, which can cause gross 
errors in the estimated results of the number of fish at age. For this reason, careful 
consideration is necessary for the handling of data of a transitional period when estimating the 
S-R relationship. Therefore, we removed the period from 1988 to 1990 from the normal 
recruitment period and assumed switching from a high recruitment period to a normal 
recruitment period in 1991. The S-R relationship and results based on this assumption are 
shown here. 
 

 
再生産関係式 S-R relationship 
最適化法 Optimization method 
期間 Period 
加入期 Recruitment period 
ホッケー・スティック型 Hockey stick 
最小二乗法 Least squares method 
移行期を除く通常 Normal period excluding the transitional period 
移行期を含む高 High period including the transitional period 

* a represents the steepness (individual/g) of the S-R curve to the break point, while b 
represents the spawning biomass (tons) at the break point. 
 

We applied the HS model that does not consider autocorrelation for the S-R relationship and 
estimated parameters by the least squares method. Calculation results are: proposed target 
reference point (SBtarget) is the spawning biomass at the MSY level under the condition of 
the normal recruitment period excluding the transitional period (SBmsy: 674 thousand tons); 
proposed limit reference point (SBlimit) is the spawning biomass that produces 60% of MSY 
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(SB0.6msy: 296 thousand tons); and proposed fishing ban level (SBban) is the spawning 
biomass that produces 10% of MSY (SB0.1msy: 42 thousand tons) (Appendix Table 4-1). The 
expected MSY is estimated to be 217 thousand tons. The fishing mortality (Fmsy) that achieves 
the proposed target reference point (SBmsy) is 1.00 times of the current level (average fishing 
coefficient of 2014-2018). 

Compared with the scenario that assumes the conditions of the normal recruitment period 
(Table 3), AICc is higher by 4.27. SBmsy decreases by 32%, SB0.6msy decreases by 35%, 
MSY decreases by 31% and Fmsy decreases by 1%. 
 
a) 

 

加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
関数形：HS，最適化法 L2，AlCc:123.19 Model: HS; optimization method:L2; 

AlCc:123.19 
 
b) 

 
加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 

 
Appendix Figure 4-1. 

(a)The spawning biomass and recruitments when the recruitment period is divided: the 
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normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017; white circles and red solid line) 
where the transitional period is removed; and the high recruitment period (1976-1990; black 
circles and blue solid line) including the transitional period, and (b) its enlarged view. 
Numbers in the figure indicate the class of recruited group (birth year). For the S-R 
relationship, we used the HS S-R relationship where autocorrelation is not considered and 
estimated parameters using the least squares method. Dotted-lines over and below the S-R 
relationship in the figure show the range supposed to include 90% of the observed data of 
the assumed S-R relationship. 

 

 

漁獲係数 Fishing mortality 
年齢 Age in years 

 
Appendix Figure 4-2. Fishing mortality (F) at age 

F at age of each year from 2012 is shown in different colors. The black line represents 
Fcurrent that is the average F of the period from 2014 to 2018. 

 

 

平均漁獲量（千トン） Average catch (thousand tons) 
平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed fishing ban level 
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限界管理基準値案 Proposed limit reference point 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed target reference point 

 
Appendix Figure 4-3. Relationship between the proposed reference points / fishing ban level 
and curves of catch at age 

The figure shows the average catch at age corresponding to the average spawning biomass, 
and the relationship of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level at equilibrium in 
the future projection simulation when the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment periods 
(1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period is applied. The red line 
represents changes in the spawning biomass and catch, which are estimated by the stock 
assessment, while the green line represents the average spawning biomass and average catch 
in the future projection assuming fishing conducted based on the proposed HCRs. Part of 
the past spawning biomass and catch are outside the scope (maximum values: spawning 
biomass: 5.111 million tons; catch: 1.605 million tons). Safety coefficient β used in the 
proposed HCRs is 0.8. The initial spawning biomass assuming no catch (SB0) is 1.722 
million tons. 

 
a-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the fishing mortality (F/Fmsy) 

 
漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
a-2)Enlarged view 
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漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 

 
Appendix Figure 4-4. Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis (a-1) and its enlarged view (a-
2). For the proposed target reference point (SBtarget), limit reference point (SBlimit) and 
fishing ban level (SBban) in the figure, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy and SB0.1msy, 
respectively, which assume the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 
1988-2017) excluding the transitional period. 

 
b-1) When the vertical axis is the ratio of the exploitation rate (U/Umsy) 

 
漁獲割合の比 U/Umsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 
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b-2)Enlarged view 

 

漁獲割合の比 U/Umsy 
親魚量の比 SB/SBmsy 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 

 
Appendix Figure 4-4 (continued). Kobe plot (four sections) 

When the ratio of fishing mortality is used (b-1) and its enlarged view (b-2). As the proposed 
target reference point (SBtarget), limit reference point (SBlimit) and fishing ban level 
(SBban) in the figures, we used SBmsy, SB0.6msy and SB0.1msy, respectively, which 
assume the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) 
excluding the transitional period. 

 
a) When the vertical axis is fishing mortality 

 
漁獲圧の比 F/Fmsy 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 
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b) When the vertical axis is catch 

 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
禁漁水準案 Proposed SBban 
限界管理基準値案 Proposed SBlimit 
目標管理基準値案 Proposed SBtarget 

 
Appendix Figure 4-5. Proposed HCRs 

The proposed target reference point (SBtarget) is SBmsy, which is calculated based on the 
HS S-R relationship assuming the conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 
and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period. Standard values are used for the proposed 
limit reference point (SBlimit) and the proposed fishing ban level (SBban). Safety 
coefficient β is set to 0.8, which is the standard value. The black dashed line represents 
Fmsy; the grey dashed line represents 0.8Fmsy; the black thick line represents the HCRs; 
the red dashed line represents the proposed fishing ban level; the yellow dashed line 
represents the proposed limit reference point; and the green dashed line represents the 
proposed target reference point. In a) the ratio of fishing mortality is put on the vertical axis, 
while in b) the catch is put on the vertical axis. Regarding b), the catch varies a little 
depending on the age composition of the fishing year but here we show the catch of average 
age composition at equilibrium. 
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加入尾数（百万尾） Recruitment (million individuals) 
資源量（千トン） Stock biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate (%) 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
漁獲圧の比 Ratio of the fishing mortality to MSY 
年 Year 

 
Appendix Figure 4-6. Comparison of the future projection based on the proposed HCRs (in 
red) with the future projection that assumes continued fishing at the current fishing mortality 
level (in green) when the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period (1960-1975 and 
1991-2017) excluding the transitional period is applied. 

The thick solid line, shaded area and thin lines represent average value, the 90% prediction 
interval that includes 90% of the simulation results, and three future projection examples, 
respectively. In the figure of spawning biomass, the green dashed line represents the 
proposed target reference point, the yellow dotted line represents the proposed limit 
reference point and the red line shows the proposed fishing ban level. The dashed line in the 
chart of exploitation rate shows Umsy. The dashed line in the chart of exploitation rate 
expresses Umsy. The catch in 2019 and 2020 are assumed based on the projected stock 
biomass and Fcurrent, while the catch in 2021 and after is based on the proposed HCRs 
(Appendix Figure 2-5). Safety coefficient β is set to 0.8. 
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Appendix Table 4-1. Catch, fishing mortality, etc. corresponding to the proposed reference 
points and fishing ban level 

 

管理基準値案 Proposed reference points 
説明 Explanation 
親魚量（千トン） Spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
SB0 に対する比 Ratio to SB0 
漁獲量（千トン） Catch (thousand tons) 
漁獲圧 Fishing mortality 
漁獲割合 Exploitation rate 
現状の漁獲圧に対する比※ Ratio to the current fishing mortality* 
目標管理基準値案（移行期を除く通常加

入期） 
Proposed target reference point (normal 
recruitment periods excluding the 
transitional period) 

限界管理基準値案（移行期を除く通常加

入期） 
Proposed limit reference point (normal 
recruitment periods excluding the 
transitional period) 

禁漁水準案（移行期を除く通常加入期） Proposed fishing ban level (normal 
recruitment periods excluding the 
transitional period) 

MSY を実現する漁獲圧 Fishing mortality that produces MSY 
（0 歳, 1 歳, 2 歳, 3 歳, 4+歳）=（0.254, 
0.146, 0.249, 0.429, 0.429） 

(Ages 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and above) = (0.254, 
0.146, 0.249, 0.429, 0.429) 

* Ratios of the proposed reference points and fishing ban level to the initial spawning biomass 
assuming zero catch (SB0) 
** Average catch at equilibrium under the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed 
reference points and fishing ban level 
*** %SPR-converted value of fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points 
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and fishing ban level 
**** Exploitation rate corresponding to the proposed reference points and fishing ban level 
***** Ratios of the fishing mortality corresponding to the proposed reference points and 
fishing ban level to the current fishing mortality 
 
Appendix Table 4-2. Probability for future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed target 
reference point (%) 

The table shows the result of the future projection based on the HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the 
transitional period (Appendix Figure 4-5), when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 
1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch 
corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-3. Probability for the future spawning biomass to exceed the proposed limit 
reference point (%) 

The table shows the result of the future projection based on the HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the 
transitional period (Appendix Figure 4-5), when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 
1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch 
corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 

 
Appendix Table 4-4. Probability that future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed fishing 
ban level (%) 

The table shows the result of the future projection based on the HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the 
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transitional period (Appendix Figure 4-5), when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 
1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch 
corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-5. Changes in average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

The table shows the result of the future projection based on the HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the 
transitional period (Appendix Figure 4-5), when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 
1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch 
corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-6. Changes in average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

The table shows the result of the future projection based on the HCRs that assume the 
conditions of the normal recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the 
transitional period (Appendix Figure 4-5), when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 
1.0 in 0.1 intervals. The projection assumes Fcurrent catch for 2019 and 2020 and catch 
corresponding to the proposed HCRs for 2021 and after. 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-7. Summary of the expected spawning biomass / catch and the probability 
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that the spawning biomass will exceed the proposed reference points 
Results when safety coefficient β is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 intervals for the scenario 
of using the proposed HCRs that assume the conditions of the normal recruitment periods 
(1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period. 

 

10 年後（2031 年）の平均親魚量（千トン） Average spawning biomass (thousand tons) 
after 10 years (2031) 

10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が目標管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed target reference point after 10 
years (2031) 

0 年後（2021 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 0 years 
(2021) 

5 年後（2026 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 5 years 
(2026) 

10 年後（2031 年）の予測漁獲量（千トン） Projected catch (thousand tons) after 10 
years (2031) 

10 年後（2031 年）に親魚量が限界管理基

準値案を上回る確率 
Probability for spawning biomass to exceed 
the proposed limit reference point after 10 
years (2031) 
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MSE of handling of transitional periods 
This proposal assumes that the normal recruitment periods are 1960-1975 and 1988-2017. 

However, based on the proposed HCRs that remove the period from 1988 to 1990 as the 
transitional period from the normal recruitment periods, fishing mortality is high when the 
spawning biomass is small (Table 3 and Appendix Table 4-3). If the normal recruitment periods 
excluding the transitional period are applied to catch calculation when the true S-R period is 
that of the normal recruitment period, there is a risk to set the catch too high and the biomass 
would not recover. 

If the assumption of the recruitment mode is wrong, namely the normal recruitment period 
excluding the transitional period is applied to catch calculation even though the true S-R 
relationship is that for the whole period, the risk that the biomass would not recover might 
increase. 

For this reason, we used simplified MSE to assess the impact when the S-R relationship 
chosen for catch calculation is not the true S-R relationship. Based on the "Comparison of 
robustness of multiple reference points and examination of HCRs using simplified MSE (FRA-
SA2020-BRP01-7)," we conducted simulation 300 times. 
 
[1] Risk of delay in biomass recovery involved in handling of transitional period 

As the true S-R relationship, we assumed the HS model applied to the data of the normal 
recruitment periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) by using the least squares method, and used 
for catch calculation the HS S-R relationship applied to the data of the normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period by using the least squares 
method (Appendix Tables 4-9 to 4-11). We compared the result with the result when catch 
calculation is also based on the normal recruitment periods (Tables 4 to 8) to examine the risk 
of delay in biomass recovery when handling of the transitional period is wrong. 

When the normal recruitment periods excluding the transitional period is applied to catch 
calculation and β is set to 0.8, the probability that the average spawning biomass estimated in 
2031 that is 10 years after starting the control will exceed the true reference points (990 
thousand tons for normal recruitment period) is 54% (Appendix Table 4-8); and the probability 
to exceed the true limit reference point (454 thousand tons) is 91%. (Appendix Table 4-9). The 
average catch projected in 2021 is 76 thousand tons (Appendix Table 4-11). 

When the normal recruitment periods are applied also to catch calculation and β is set to 0.8, 
the probability of exceeding the proposed target reference point in 2031 is 58% (Table 4); the 
probability of exceeding the proposed limit reference point is 99% (Table 5) and; the average 
catch projected in 2021 is 54 thousand tons (Table 8). 

If the handling of the transitional period is wrong, the catch in 2021 will increase but there 
is a risk of delay in biomass recovery. 
 
[2] Risk of delay in biomass recovery involved in selection of recruitment mode assumption 

We used the HS model applied to the data of the whole period (1960-2017) using the least 
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squares and simultaneous autocorrelation estimation methods for the true S-R relationship, 
while the HS S-R relationship applied to the data of the normal recruitment periods (1960-
1975 and 1988-2017) excluding the transitional period with the least squares method is used 
for the catch calculation (Appendix Tables 4-12 to 4-15). By comparing the results with the 
results when the catch is calculated based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment 
periods (1960-1975 and 1988-2017) (Appendix Tables 3-1 to 3-4), we examined the risk of 
delay in biomass recovery when selection of the assumption of the recruitment mode is wrong. 

When the proposed reference points based on the normal recruitment period excluding the 
transitional period are applied to catch calculation and when β is set to 0.8, the probability that 
the average spawning biomass estimated in 2031 that is 10 years after starting the control will 
exceed the true proposed target reference point (2.114 million tons for whole period) is 41% 
(Appendix Table 4-12), and the probability of its exceeding the true proposed limit reference 
point (806 thousand tons) is 71% (Appendix Table 4-9). 

When the proposed reference points based on the normal recruitment periods is applied to 
catch calculation and when β is set to 0.8, the probability of exceeding the proposed target 
reference point in 2031 is 41% (Appendix Table 3-1) and the probability of exceeding the 
proposed limit reference point is 72% (Appendix Table 3-2). 

If the handling of transitional period is wrong, there are some risks that biomass will not 
exceed the limit reference point and a risk of delay in biomass recovery involved in selection 
of recruitment mode. 
 
Appendix Table 4-8. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
target reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the normal recruitment period but the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the 
transitional period 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-9. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
limit reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the normal recruitment period but the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the 
transitional period 
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Appendix Table 4-10. Changes in the average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the normal recruitment period but the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the 
transitional period 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-11. Changes in the average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the normal recruitment period but the catch is 
calculated based on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the 
transitional period 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-12. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
target reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the whole period but the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the transitional period 
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Appendix Table 4-13. Probability that the future spawning biomass will exceed the proposed 
limit reference point of the true S-R relationship (%) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the whole period but the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the transitional period 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-14. Changes in the average spawning biomass in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the whole period but the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the transitional period 

 
 
Appendix Table 4-15. Changes in the average catch in the future (thousand tons) 

When the true S-R relationship is that of the whole period but the catch is calculated based 
on the S-R relationship of the normal recruitment period excluding the transitional period 

 

 


